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___________________________________________________________________, as applicant for 
the identity transfer services provided by the RedIRIS Identity Service (SIR), to be used by the identity 
provider   identified  by its  URL,  unique  ID,  and public  key included at  the end of  this  document 
(referred in the rest of this document as “the Applicant”) declares that:

1. Knows and accepts the rules, procedures and technical requirements for the connection of 
their  identity  management  system  with  the  RedIRIS  Identity  Service,  as  specified  at 
http://www.rediris.es/sir/. Applicants accept the appropriate changes that may take place, and 
that shall be communicated with sufficient time through the service website, and directly to the 
RedIRIS Official Liaisons (“Personas de Enlace con RedIRIS”, referred as “PERs” in the rest 
of this document) of the corresponding affiliated institution.

2. Knows that breaking these conditions can imply the discontinuation of the service.

3. Declares that data included in this document are accurate, apart error or omission in good 
faith.

4. Commits  to  permanently  update the information included in  this  document,  informing the 
PERs of any change that takes place.

5. Assumes that RedIRIS, in all procedures related to service provision, will act according to the 
data provided in this document.

6. Knows and accepts that any falsity or error in the data included in this document can be 
cause of the discontinuation of the service.

7. Knows and accepts that once the service is active it can be revoked in case of violation of the 
requirements.

8. Knows and assumes that the service can be revoked in case  of serious technical negligence.

9. Declares  that,  according  to  their  best  knowledge,  the  connection  of  the  identity  provider 
identified below with the RedIRIS Identity Service does not harm the rights of any third party. 

10. Knows and accepts that the service is provided by RedIRIS in non-commercial terms for its 
users in the research and academic community, and that RedIRIS shall not be held liable for 
any damage caused, directly or indirectly, by the usage of the service.

11. Knows and assumes that RedIRIS will perform personal data processing according to Ley 
Orgánica 15/1999 on Personal Data Protection and the regulations developing it.

12. Knows and assumes that the rights to access and rectification can be exercised according to 
the  above  mentioned  regulations.  The  rights  to  cancellation  and  opposition  can  only  be 
exercised after the discontinuation of the service, since personal data processing by Red.es is 
required for the use of the RedIRIS Identity Service.
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Acceptance by the Applicant
In _______________________________________, on ____  ___________________ 20___

_________________

Signed___________________________________________________________________

DNI/Passport no. ____________________________  e-mail _____________________________

Validation by the Institutional RedIRIS Liaison (PER)
The institutional  PER has  verified  that  the  Applicant  is  the  technical  responsible  for  the  identity 
providers listed below 

In _______________________________________, on____ ___________________ 20___

_________________

Signed:  ____________________________________________________________, PER

DNI/passport no. ____________________________  e-mail _____________________________

Data for the Identity Provider(s)
URLs  to  be  used  in  the  connection  with  the  RedIRIS  Identity  Service,  as  well  as  their  Unique 
Identifiers and the SHA-1 hash of their respective public keys:

URL: ___________________________________   

Unique Identifier: _____________________________

SHA-1 hash of its public key:: _____________________________________________________
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